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COACHING POLICY - ROTATION
Rotation of Coaches policy - maximum of 2 consecutive years with a specific team
At Cannon Hill Stars, our goal is to produce well-rounded players. Each coach brings their unique
personality to the game, with a mix of fun, skill development and competition. To ensure players at
Cannon Hill Stars experience a range of coaching techniques and attitudes, coaches will rotate after two
consecutive years with a given team. If a team of 5 girls have played together for two consecutive years
under the same coach, the club will endeavour to find a new coach for that team in their third season
together. If any player has had the same coach for two consecutive years, the club will endeavour to
find an alternative coach.
Rotation of players’ policy
At Cannon Hill Stars, our primary goal is to develop a positive netball environment by emphasising
enjoyment and by providing appropriate development and competitive experience. To achieve this
goal, the club proposes a full and fair player rotation policy.
The coach is responsible for implementing a full and fair rotation system. The coach may assign an
assistant to help record and manager the rotation system.
The club acknowledges and understands the difficulty of implementing a perfect system, however all
coaches should strive to meet the overarching intentions of the policy.
Equal playing time
The intention of the policy is to achieve full rotation of players, which means equal playing time for all
girls. Each girl should play a minimum of three quarters of every game. (This is only possible when you
have a maximum of nine players on a team, however the club will always endeavour to restrict teams to
a maximum of nine players). The following restrictions apply:
 All teams up to and including 12 year olds (7–12 year olds) should have full rotation all season
(fixtures and finals).
 Inters, Cadets and Opens should have full rotation throughout the fixtures season.
 Inters, Cadets and Opens are to follow the coaches direction during finals, with each player
playing a minimum of one quarter of a game.
Rotation between positions
The rotation of players between positions is at the direction of the coach. All teams should have at least
three shooters within a team to enable full rotation. Coaches will ensure all players learn multiple
positions.
NetSetGo (7 to 9 year olds)
All players are to be rotated between all playing positions.
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